7 Mountains
The mountain of Celebration
The Mountain of Celebration. The mountain is dominated by the enemy in
every culture. Jezebel is at the top of this mountain. It includes the arts, music,
sports and fashion. It is an extremely important mountain to conquer as it influences
the youth for generations. God is the original creator and desires His people to
reclaim this mountain. Believers should not focus upon being Christian entertainers,
artists, writers etc, but to be believers who entertain, produce films, write inspired
books and paint amazing pictures. Some may have a Kingdom agenda others may
not. While skill and excellence are factors, ALL will need to be connected to the
creative flow of the Holy Spirit. In order to show oﬀ God’s creativity there will need
to be a ‘wow’ factor which is the favour and anointing of God on the
assignment.This is how the mountain is taken. People recognise excellence and the
anointing. This is best done by being covert or undercover to some extent unless
you hear otherwise.

Movies. Hollywood is the main player and the centre of the entertainment industry.
It has long been under the enemy’s control. However, we are now seeing and about
to see movies that are inspired and bank rolled by the Holy Spirit and they will be
blockbusters. These will have the potential to bring the Kingdom of Heaven to earth
in a much greater way than we have ever imagined. The secular market will
recognise the excellence of these productions because the finger print of God will
be on them.

Music. Every musician and singer receives their gift from God. He allows them to
express it for His glory or for the enemy. Many have chosen the latter, but a time is
now coming where a generation of singers and musicians will jut out from all the
rest because they will be in tune with the Holy Spirit. They must overcome the peril
of following the secular to be popular and refrain from copying their techniques.
God is releasing new sounds and rhythms from His storehouse. They must also
have a clear understanding of the Kingdom of God and their own assignment to be
eﬀective for His purposes.

Sports. There is hardly a more worthwhile platform for a Christian to influence the
youth than from this arena. They do not have to proclaim the gospel of salvation
from the podium, simply live and demonstrate Kingdom values in all aspects of the
sport in which they are engaged. Many as yet have not recognised the opportunity
or role God is giving them.

Arts and Fashion. This is a very broad arena. Painting and sculpture is just one
aspect. Technicians, producers, directors and the host of workers who are
employed in the entertainment industry come under this banner. Supporting your
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leader and influencing them in Kingdom values and inspired ways of doing the job
can make you shine as a bright light for God. Jezebel releases lust and death in all
she does. Fashion is one of her favourite platforms. Kingdom fashion is not about
being boring or conservative but being radically excellent in look, colour and
product quality.
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